
There are about as many ways to sit 

a horse as there are horses and rid

ers. Is one way JJ better" than the 

others? Does one way encourage a 

square gait more than the others? 

You might be surprised. 

T 
he "Turtleman" posture, aka 
"Frog on a lily pad", common 
among Walking Horse 
exhibitors, is characterized by 

hunching from the shoulders and slouch
ing somewhat forward with the head 
leaning noticeably forward, which gives 
the rider a hunchbacked appearance. 
Most concede, it doesn't look very pretty. 
So why is it still popular? 

The answer is simple. Judges tie 
horses ridden this way, because horses 
that are shodltrainedlbuiltlused to this 
type of seat move out well. This style of 
riding places the rider's weight further 
back on the horse's spine, inflicting a 
forced lowering and stretching down of 
the back "(ventroflexion). This, coupled 
with the driving from the seatbones, 
drives the horse to move under himself 
more to compensate for the force on his 
spine. The effect is an increase in length 
of stride and animation . 

The "leaning man" is now in vogue 
with Fox Trotter exhibitors who have 
taken to leaning forward and standing in 
the stirrups. This stance gives the decid
ed impression that the gait is rough to 
sit. By shifting their weight and balance 
forward, the rider causes the horse to 
rush his front hoof to the ground and do 
a heavy-on-the-forehand version of the 
fox trot. This speeds up the gait, and 
often, more speed wins. 

The "chair seat" is very common in 
many gaited circles. Riders look as 
though they are so comfortable, they 
have just plopped into their favorite easy 
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Right: The 
Pushing Seat 

Left: The 
Forward Seat 
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Misunderstood Forward Seat. Overweights the horse's shoul
ders, places the rider's balance ahead of the horse's center of 
motion. 

Misunderstood "Pushing" Seat. Overweights the horse 's loin. 
Places the rider's balance behind the horse's center of motion . 

A straight ne 
s a balanced 
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Classic Dressage Seat. Arched back, shoulder over hip, hip 
over heels. Useful for encouraging a pacey horse to rack, a racky 
horse to running walk, a running walking horse to fox trot. It 
allows the horse's back to rise and arch more easily than the 
usual dressage seat 



chair, legs forward, weight back 
and back generally straight, to 
slightly leaned back. Tailor made 
to the cutback saddle, this style of 
riding may be comfortable, but is 
not balanced . A balanced seat 
requires that the ear, shoulder, 
elbow, knee and ankle bone all be 
in alignment - a straight line 
drawn from ear to ankle should 
pass through all these points. This 
seat both contributes to and is a 
sign of, a lack of muscle tone in 
the rider's thighs . 

"Hunt seat" refers to a forward 
position, that is actually well-bal
anced, but forward of the horse's 
center of gravity. This forces the 
weight of the rider over the shoul
ders, which can interfere with the 
free shoulder motion necessary for 
maximum efficiency in gait. This 
is the seat of choice for posting 
the trot or clearing fences I 

The "dressage seat", whether 
Spanish, French or German, pres
ents the best possible posture on a 
gaited, or any horse, that doesn't 
jump or race for a living. Sit up 
straight, yet relaxed, not rigid, in a 
balanced posture. This is where 
the straight line from ear to ankle 
should intersect those critical 
points. Your weight should be dis
tributed over, or ever so slightly 
behind, the horse's center of gravi
ty. Keep your back straight - not 
stiff, not swayed inward, or 
hunched outward. This allows you 
to rock forward or backward 
slightly by tipping your pelvis, to 
shift your weight and adjust your 
seat along with the horse's move
ment. 

If you're not sure which seat 
your style of riding represents 
have someone take your photo, or 
better yet video you as you ride. 
Put the horse through different 
gaits to see if your riding style 
changes at speed, or in circles, 
etc. No camera? An easy way to 
"see for yourself" is to ride along-

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 

Pushing Dressage Seat. Lower back is held flat (no arch). A useful 
bases position for a ll gaits. Works well on trotty fox trotters , and fox 
trotting Walking Horses. The seat works in western saddles, provided 
the saddle is built with the stirrups hung in this position. 

Chair Seat. Rider's legs ahead of her centcr of balance. Useful for 
encouraging a rack or stepping pace. Puts weight over the horse's loin. 

Forward Seat. Useful for encouraging a hard trot, discouraging a pace. 
Also useful for hill climbing and jumping. 

The Gaited Horse .. 
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WATCH YOUR SEAT CONTINUED 

side windows or glass doors and 
use them as a mirror. If your 
style isn't balanced, adjust your 
seat accordingly, paying attention 
to how it feels. In time, with 
practice, you and your horse can 
achieve the balance you both 
need to perform your best, in 
relaxed comfort. ~·v'" 
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Lonnie Kuehn-Cameron 
Presents: 

I . Solving Gai ting Problems with your 

Tenne ,e Walking HI)I'l>e. 


2. Solving Gaiting Problems wilh YClur 

Tennesse Walking lIorse Pan1. 


3. Staning Your Young Tennessee Walkmg Horse. 

And 4 New Videos! 


1. Start ing Your Young Tenne sec Wal king Horse Part 2. 

This vide(. picks up where Pan I left off. 


2_ Wl)rkout~ For You And Your Tennessee Walking Horse. 
Lonme ~hows a beginner rider during a les.on and give:. 
many useru ideas that can be ilnplemented by the 'iewer. 

3. Obstical Negotiation For Riding And Driv ing. 

Teach your horse to bandle all types of ob'llIcies. from 


bridges 10 mailboxes. Will help you break IIp your muune 

and add chall~nging .xcerc;'c•. 


4. Smoothing OUI The Pacey Hor..e. 

Shows how to bring Ihe pacey horse from hollow 


and rough 10 round and smooth without using 

rough trainig mel hods 


"For a limited time only. buy 2 " ideos at the regular 
34.95 and &"t U lhird one half price. Or buy 3 videos and 
get the fourth FREE. Please include $4.50 shipping and 

handling. (Covers all videos purchased.) 
Send check or money order to 

MCNisactill 

All Gai IS, LLP 
P.O. Box 367 

Monument, Co 801 2-0367 
(719) 481-1730 

SUNdANCE FARMS _
 

The leading Magazine and Bookstore for the 
aficionado of Iberian type horses - Peruvian 

Paso, Paso Fino, Andalusian Lusitano, 
Azteca, Mustang, Mangalarga and many 

more. For details call toll-free: 

1-888-88AMIGO 
or visit our website at: 

www.conquistador.com 

TRADITIONAL 

PERVVIAN TACK 
Sheer comfort designed for Peruvian horses and 

riders by craftsmen using knowledge passed down 
through generations of Peruvian saddlemakers. 

Hand-tooled supple leather on a balanced tree with 
a soft cushioned 
seat. hand-carved 
wooden stirrups and 
a\l brass fittings make 
a saddle designed 
to ride for a lifetime. 

Rain Tree Tack of
fers a complete line 
of quality equipment 
used by professional 
riders as well as ama
teurs. Call to discuss 
your needs. 

• Free catalog • Large Inventory 
• Immediate Delivery • Discount Prices 

Cheryl Aldrich 

KRIR....yliff Peruvian Horses 
& Tack 

30169 Twin Ridge Drive, Bulverde, TX 78163 
20 minutes north of San Antonio Airport 

Phone: 830-980-4119 • FAX: 830-438-4119 

fri1i~
2832 Logan Road· Greenbrier, TN 37073 ':JJ" RANCH(615) 643-7583 

Ron & Colleen Cates 
7600 CR 2800 

Weanlings & Yearlings Athens, TX 75751 
Pleasure & Trail Horses 


Broodmares 

Stud Service 
 (903) 677-4858 

FAX (903) 677-4868 
Specializing In Palomino & Spotted Tennessee Walking Horses www.geocities.comIHeartlandlFields/8454/index.htrT 
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